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From the Editor
Hi everyone,
Well, the over flow of the Mississippi River has finally made it to the
Gulf of Mexico causing much less damage in my area then first predicted and
everyday life has at last returned to most.
The HCR build season is well under way with reports of several new
builds taking place across the US and across the pond as well. As for myself,
having finished the REO, I am now turning my attention back to my Ford
Speedster build. The majority of the components have already been built and
now have to be rescued from storage, as I’m sure some of you will understand.
The Parade & Show Season is in full swing in Louisiana despite the
close to one hundred degree temperatures we have been having. We are doing
our part with three parades done already and acquiring two awards in doing so.
I am sure that all you readers enjoyed the fine report that Michael
Cook did on the Bakersfield event in the previous Issue. That was a beautiful job
Michael, Thank you. Michael has favored us again in this Issue with his report
on the 7th Annual Bethany Bible Church Motorama, I know all the readers will
enjoy this one as well.
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7th Annual Bethany Bible Church Motorama
by Michael Cook
I’m a quiet guy that does not say much, that is until I get to know you.
You know the type of guy I’m talking about; the one who just goes about his
every day business with out saying much but when he does say something it is
profound or really funny.
On Friday of the Bakersfield swap meet I learned from my friend Frank
that someone had purchased a 1909 REO Touring car during the 1st two hours
after the gates had opened that day. I had hoped to get as many pictures of REO
vehicles and selling prices as possible but Friday I had slept in a little because I
was not feeling well and missed the opportunity. When the gates closed that
night I spotted the sold vehicle already loaded up on a trailer attached to a
pickup truck ready to embark on its journey the next day to a new home within
the fenced grounds of the meet.
Well when we arrived early on Saturday the 1909 REO Touring car that I
had spotted the night before was parked across from the entrance still on the
trailer put was now attached to a different pickup. My wife said “Here’s your
chance, dear. Go up and talk to the man.” Going up to someone and asking
them for information is hard for me to do unless we have something in common.
Well since he had a REO that was a plus and when I saw that his plate on
the pickup truck was from Arizona that was all it took for me to convince myself
that I can do this.
I introduced myself to the man in the truck and told him that I was from
Buckeye, Arizona and he informed me that he was from Phoenix. I asked a few
questions about his REO but I could tell he wanted to head out on the road. He
told me about an upcoming car show at a church just down the road from our
old church that was coming up in April. He said they usually have a couple of
Brass Cars but most were street rods. I told him I might see him there and we
parted ways.
When I returned to Buckeye I got on the web and found out that the car
show was going to be on Saturday April 23 from 7:00 AM – 1:00 PM at the
Bethany Bible Church in Phoenix Arizona. This church is about a 45 minute
drive from Buckeye so I set my alarm early enough to get there by 8:00 AM.
The morning was overcast and the temperature was in the high 60’s
which wasn’t going to last once the sun started its climb across the sky. The
weather forecast was for a partly sunny day and a high temperature of 81.
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When I arrived most of the vehicles were already there. I walked around
scoping out what kind of vehicles was there that the HCR builders might be
interested in. I found a couple of Brass Era vehicles, along with your usual
Model T's and Model A ‘s, muscle era cars, vehicles from the 20's all the way up
to today's vehicles (Mustang's, Camaro's, etc.) and street rod's. It never
surprises me how technology from the early 1900’s is reintroduced on today’s
modern vehicles and the consumer assumes this is all brand new.
The first vehicle that caught my eye was a vehicle that has had many
articles written about it in our local paper; a 1905 Sears Motor Buggy that is
owned by Jim and Donna Bunch.
Erica Sagon, a reporter for the Republic, wrote about this vehicle on Feb.
3, 2011 in her article on the fourth annual “Motoring Through Time” showcase
that the City of Phoenix Parks and Recreation
puts on each year in Heritage Square in
downtown Phoenix. Each year they have
vehicles from the early 1900s through the 1980s
that are parked next to the historical buildings
in the square. Some people attend the show to
admire the signature curves, glossy paint and
the restored engines of the vehicles on display. For others, it's the story behind
a car that makes things interesting.
Donna Bunch, 61, of Glendale had her 1905 Sears Motor Buggy with a
cloth canopy and red, wooden-spoke wheels, which used to belong to her
grandfather, at the “Motoring Through Time” car show. Donna also had the
honor of having the oldest vehicle on display. When Donna’s grandfather died,
the buggy, which was steered with a tiller, was sold and out of the family hands
for 35 years. Last year (2010), Bunch tracked it down and bought it back.
It's a story she enjoys sharing when she puts the buggy on display.
"My grandfather loved showing this car, and I feel like I'm passing along the
tradition," Bunch said. "I'd never even been to a car show before I got the car.
Now we go about once a weekend."
I had missed the “Motoring Through Time” car show this year but now we
get to see it. What a thrill!
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Having story boards placed around your vehicle also allows viewers to
obtain information about the vehicle history, what was involved in the
construction of the vehicle, or information about your group, etc.
Donna’s display area had three large
display boards; one in front of each front
wheel and another one across the front seat.
The display board on the left front gave a
timeline of events that happen when the
vehicle was in the family. The display board
on the right side had pictures of the car. The
display board on the seat had ads for the car
from SEARS.
The
information
boards will also
allow you an
opportunity to
step away to take
a break, go for a
snack, go to the bathroom, etc. and allow the people at the show to still have
vehicle information available to them. Having the engine area open also allows
people an opportunity to photograph the power plant
5

When Jim saw I was taking a lot of pictures of Donna’s buggy, he came
over and removed the access panels exposing the engine for me.

The horizontally opposed, air-cooled, two-cylinder 52-cubic inch engine
was hung on the frame beneath the floor boards directly under the seat. The
engine was forced lubricated by an external oiler. There is no oil pan, which
creates an oily spray problem. Seals on the crankshaft are non existent and only
tightly fitted bronze bushings control oil flow.
The buggy’s top speed from its 10hp engine and friction transmission
was 25 MPH

I tried to get some shots of the variable speed friction style transmission but I
was not happy with the results but I did find a better picture when I was doing
some research.
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The 1905 Sears Auto Buggy uses a variable speed friction drive. It has an
aluminum disc mounted on the face of the flywheel at the end of the crankshaft
that rotates at engine rpm. The flywheel face is utilized as the drive plate for a
sliding wheel (a wheel that has friction material on the OD) on a keyed cross
shaft controlled by a lever located outboard of the body. To make the auto move
the sliding wheel is engaged into the rotating aluminum disc by use of the hand
lever and this allows variable speeds forward and also reverse. As the wheel
slides from the center of the flywheel to the right of the flywheel the car moves
forward with increasing speed. The reverse is true with the exception that a
limiting plug is placed along the shaft to limit the maximum reverse speed.
Without this limiting plug, the car theoretically could attain the same
speed in reverse as it does going forward. This would not have been practical
since the final drive is by a roller chain to each rear wheel. Friction clutches at
the ends of the cross shafts were provided for differential action needed at the
rear wheels to manipulate turns without wheel drag.
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The wheels were wood-spoke buggy style and the sprockets on the rear
wheels are attached with special U shaped bolts that looped each spoke and
bolt through the steel sprocket.

The body is of simple wood construction that was fastened together with
screws, glue, and mounted on a frame constructed of channel iron riveted
together. The quality of wood craftsmanship resembles that of a piano box. A
single bench seat sits atop the gas tank, coil box and dry cell battery. The
passengers enter and depart by using the cast iron step plates suspended from
each side of the frame. A straight leather dashboard protects the passenger’s
shoes but that is about all. The floor is covered with a simple rubber floor mat.
The buggy’s wheelbase was just 72 inches.
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The second car I thought you would enjoy seeing is a 1907 Jewel Model E
Stanhope.
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Vehicle came equipped with lamps, top, side
curtains, storm front and tools. Wheelbase
is 68''.

The owner made sure to point out to me that the Selden Patent plate on the
vehicle is an original and not a reproduction plate.
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Equipped with a two-speed planetary transmission, solid front axle, live chain
drive rear axle, full-elliptic leaf springs, and a transmission brake.

The fuel tank is located on the right side in the rear and the engine is on
the left side. Vehicle is equipped with a single cylinder 127.2 cu. in. two cycle
engine that develops 8 horsepower. In the photo on the left you can see that a
ring gear has been added to the flywheel to utilize a modern electric starter.
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In the photo to the right the
modern electric starter solenoid is just
visible at the lower left of the picture
(follow the red cable down to find it).
Our next vehicle is a 1914 Raugh & Lang Model BX6 Brougham Electric
Car. Yes you heard me correctly. They where making electric vehicles in the
early 1900’s.
In the 1900’s major cities had to deal with a huge pollution problem –
horses. Horses left 2.5 million pounds of manure and 60,000 gallons of urine
daily on the streets; along with 15,000 dead horses that had to be removed from
the streets each year.
The new horseless carriages being produced in the 1900’s were being
advertised as a solution to the pollution problem of horses. Of the three types of
vehicle propulsion engines available they all had an equal chance of replacing
the horse. Vehicles being driven in the 1900’s: 33% steam, 33% electric, and
33% gasoline.

Like a number of automakers the
Rauch and Lang Company started out
making coaches and carriages. According
to a 1913 Washington Post article, Rauch
and Lang automobiles were easy to drive,
and the company's product was "the one
best adapted for driving by women and
children."
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This display board had information
about where the vehicle was found, pictures
of the vehicle when found, features of the
vehicle and history of the manufacturer.
An interesting tidbit of history
information about the manufacturer of this
vehicle that I learned from this display
board was that shortly before the Wall
Street Crash of 1929 the manufacturer had
produced an experimental 60 HP GasElectric vehicle.
Could this have been the first hybrid
vehicle in 1929?
The Crash ended any plans for production. But just think where we would
be today if that experimental vehicle had gone into production.
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This 1914 Brougham was built during the glory days of the electric car. It
is upholstered in plush grey velvet and comfortably seats four and has
remarkable all-around visibility for passengers and the driver, who, incidentally,
control the car from a rear seat. With tiller steering, it was not that easy to
maneuver at speeds above 30 mph.

Driven by a 5 HP 80-volt DC electric motor and a cache of rechargeable
batteries, the Rauch & Lang was virtually silent. The only noise generated was
the sound of the tires rolling over the road. The total distance on a full battery
charge is about 90 miles with a top speed of around 20 MPH.
This exhibitor even took some people for a short spin around the show to
allow them to experience what it was like to ride in an early electric car.
While I was photographing the Jewel and the Rauch & Lang vehicles, I
spotted a former instructor who taught at Universal Technical Institute (UTI) with
me but had retired awhile back. I reintroduce myself to him and after we updated
each other about what has been going on in each others lives he informed me
that he had one of his cars on display four spaces down. I told him I was
working my way in that direction and will check it out.
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His car was not a Brass Era vehicle but a 1940 Chevrolet Special Deluxe
5-Pass Coupe with only 47,000 original miles. His vehicle was parked among the
other exhibiters and the pictures I was able to get really does not do this vehicle
justice.

As I wandered among the many vehicles on display I spotted a gentleman
wearing a red and gold windbreaker with the HCCA emblem on the back. “Valley
of the Sun Regional Group” was printed around the emblem. I have wanted to
find this group and obtain information about membership and here was my
chance.
I walked over and introduced myself to David Bodwell who happens to be
the Treasurer of the Valley of the Sun Regional Group. He was very informative
and had an extra copy of the latest newsletter the he gave me in the trunk of his
vehicle that he had on display. He explained to me the up coming events and
that the group is not as active as they use to be due to the age of the members. I
said that younger members should be recruited. Boy did I get a strange stare.
I pointed out to Dave that the
gentleman in the left side of the picture with
his “New” 1909 REO Touring car was the
person I had talked to at Bakersfield.
Dave informed me that that was Terry
Stines the President of the group and that 5
members from the group had attended the
HCCA activities in Bakersfield.
Huh? Here I had been talking in the
parking lot of the Bakersfield Swap Meet with
the President of the Phoenix HCCA Regional
group, sharing my interest in REO vehicles
and he never mentions that.
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Well, anyway, Dave had a beautiful 1933 Franklin Olympic on display at
this event. What I tried to capture in pictures fall far short of the true beauty of
his vehicle.

Besides the Brass Era vehicles, I
also enjoy the vehicles from the 20’s
and 30’s.
I particularly like the external
trunk on Dave’s car.

I did run into Terry but I caught him at a bad moment and he was not able
to talk with me, but that’s OK. I got the information about the group from Dave.
16

I learned quite a bit of information while I was at this car show that all of
us who are planning on entering our HCR’s into a show might consider:
1. Enter your HCR at a local church car show
2. Bring information boards and have them arranged around your vehicle
3. Open up the access panels so people can see your engine
4. Have handouts available for people to take (business cards, pamphlets,
and printed copies of Lee’s Newsletters)
5. Be ready to answer lot’s of questions
6. Bring a comfy chair, a small cooler with water or juices to keep hydrated,
sunscreen, sun glasses, and maybe a small umbrella for shade.
I hope you enjoyed reading about my visit to this car show as much as I have
enjoyed writing about it to share with you.
Till next time, keep spreading the word about HCR’s

Artwork from the past

All HCR Carriages should have
parking brakes
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1903 Overland Prototype
By

Ron Russell

In the 1980's I was an Internationally known Motorcycle
designer and fabricator, much of my work is now in Museums. Being a LOVER
of antiques I once produced (20) 1918 Harley Davidson's, and I was a designer
for HD...(I'm a Mechanical Engineer) but my true love is in antique Vehicles. I
was making replicas before anyone gave them a name. It was comforting to me
to find others out there who are as dedicated as I am, when it comes to
reproductions.
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It is a piece of Kinetic Art… However for the skeptical, I'll relate
the story as it was told to me by my Grandfather (in about 1945). The Bi-motor
Co was founded in 1902 in Eirth, a suburb of London, in the UK. The principal
company was formed by four Englishmen, who all lived in the Eirth area. There
was E. C. F. Otto the inventor of the very popular "Otto Dicycle". Edward Butler,
inventor of the "Petro-cycle". Harry Lawson, British bicycle designer and motor
industry pioneer and Joseph L. Russell (the Russell family financed the entire
venture...and sent Joseph; their son, to keep an eye on the finances) Because of
the English legislation...which at the time the "Red Flag" laws were enacted to
specifically keep Edward Butler's Petro-cycle off the road.

Mean while Otto, was having his Dicycles manufactured by BSA
in Birmingham.....in 1903 Europe was on the verge of WW1 and BSA, canceled
their contract with Otto and went back into the gun manufacturing business.
Harry Lawson was simply looking for a new adventure....and the Russell family
invested the seed money for them to set up shop in Boston, Mass. America was
in it's transportation infancy and the opportunities seemed endless to them.
In 1903 America there were very few roads and so it took a
while for motor transportation to catch on and flourish. What they didn't know
was that there were over 200 bicycle manufacturing companies and an equal
number of Automobile manufactures....so the plan was to make something that
could replace horse drawn vehicles in the cities.
So a design was made that incorporated Otto's Dicycle and
Lawson's and Butler's engine technology. 1903 saw the emergence of many
Motor Bicycle Companies...Harley Davidson (who only sold 2 motorcycles in
their first year) Indian, Henderson, Pope etc. It was also the year that Henry Ford
offered his first Model A series car for $600.
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Their 1903 Overland would have to retail for at least $1,000 in
order for them to succeed ...so they made a few Bicycles to to survive, but the
handwriting was on the wall, and with failure in sight...and a falling out between
the partners, in 1906 they returned to England.......All except Joseph Russell,
who wanted to see California....he arrived in San Francisco within weeks after
the giant earthquake that destroyed the city. to make a long story
short....Joseph went into the real estate business....buying up all the city land
that he could (with family money) and then reselling it when they rebuilt San
Francisco.....he met my grandmother Josephine, and they lived in San Francisco
the rest of their lives.
My Overland Replica started about 5 years when I bought a Logo
Plate from an Overland.....It took me a while before I decided to make one last
replica....I'm 71 now and figured that I would make something so complicated
that NOBODY would be able to figure out if it was real or not...many years of
design changes to incorporate as many parts that were 90+ years old....all parts
used were truly from the "Brass Era" as displayed on their Patent dates.....it was
so neat as I stockpiled all the parts....I felt like I was taking all the abandoned
parts.....after 90 or so years being someone else's junk and trash and I thought
"wouldn't it be wonderful" to put them all back on the road again......sort of like
"Hey we're getting the Band back together"......and so in fabricating this 1903 I
felt like I was preserving a piece of History for the future. Some features are:
Wheels: 40" diameter front....30 "diameter hard rubber wheels.
Engine: two cylinder, two cycle, Wt. 60 lbs, 3/4 HP
I left most of the original dents on the parts, so my machine would
look used, but well preserved. ( I have a problem with Antiques being restored
to the point of looking "better" then they did when they were first made.....life is
not perfect nor should the spirit of the machine be)
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Joseph L. Russell passed away in 1954, but I remember him telling
us about the adventure he had when he first arrived in this country...Lawson's
motor prototype and adding a drive wheel to Otto's Dicycle.....so this 1903
Overland prototype is dedicated to Otto, Lawson, Butler, and my
Grandpa......they have all earned a place in history.
Ron

Out of State Visitors
By

Lee Thevenet
It is really enjoyable to meet and chat with a fellow member of the
HCR Hobby. A couple of weeks ago, fellow HCR Member, Julian Bankston and
his lovely wife Carolyn, visited with Elaine and I for a few hours. The four of us
discussed everything from carriage wheels to Grandchildren.
We also spent about an hour in the workshop, going over the
different characteristics of my Ford “N” and REO “B” Runabouts. The only
things that hampered the visit was the weather and my having pinched a nerve
in my lower back. Unfortunately it rained endlessly for the better part of the day.
I was looking forward to my guests driving the two carriages.
Julian showed interest in building a speedster in the near future
and had already downloaded my speedster body plans so I let him have a CD of
the Ford “N” Plans to possibly further help him do his build, since they use
many of the same components.
Julian surprised me with a very fitting
shop sign he had made for me, expressing how we
builders get involved in so many projects that
sometimes never get finished. I told him that I had
just the right spot for it and would include it in any
future pictures taken inside the shop.
I find that each time that I am fortunate enough to meet a HCR
Member, it seems like we have known each other for years. Even though there
are sometimes great distances between each of us, the one thing that two
members can agree on fully each time is that we wished we lived next door to
each other. I am sure that the HCR Hobby is much more enjoyable living close
enough to another person that you can share ideas and building techniques
with.
Elaine & I want to thank Julian and Carolyn for the very pleasant
visit. Their visit somehow made a gloomy day very sunny.
Lee & Elaine Thevenet
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THOUGHTS ON HIT AND MISS ENGINES
by

Bob Kapela
I have a couple of Maytag engines, both the single cylinder one
and the twin cylinder model 72. I have done some experimenting with them in
the past and would like to pass this information forward. The single cylinder one
is a true hit and miss engine. The twin cylinder, model 72 engine, runs at a fixed
speed, approximately at 1750 rpm, and is not a true hit and miss engine.
When you observe a hit and miss engine operating at a county fair
or a steam engine show, etc., it usually will be running with no load. That is
about the only time that it will be running in the hit and miss mode. The engine
has a governor that interrupts the spark or valve operation until the speed has
diminished to the point that the governor will “kick in” and allow a firing stroke.
This replenishes the lost rpms and the cycle is repeated over and over. The
engine, depending on size and governor setting, will fire a power stroke
approximately once per second, up to once every four or five seconds on the
larger engines.
I can take one of the small Maytag engines and start it, running in
the hit and miss mode. I take a piece of Vee belt, with a spring scale attached to
it. Slowly tightening the belt, I observe the firing strokes start to increase, until
there is a point reached where the engine is firing on every cycle. On a good
condition model 92 engine, that point will be right at 1050 rpm. A casual
observer may think that the engine is running faster than it was when in the hit
and miss mode, but that is untrue. The governor will keep the speed at 1050. If
you try to set the speed of the engine higher than 1050, the engine does not
have enough horsepower to run at continuous speed at the higher setting.
This little engine is only rated at about ¾ horsepower. The twin
cylinder model 72 engine runs right at 1750 rpm, and it’s horsepower rating is
slightly less than the single cylinder one. One might think that they could swap
out the 1750 rpm motor with the 1050 one and run their machine almost twice as
fast. It doesn’t work that way because the 1750 rpm motor has a smaller belt
sheave than the 1050 rpm one.
If you calculate the pitch diameter of each and multiply it out, each
engine will drive a vee belt almost the same distance in one minute. The 1750
rpm motor calculates about 7% farther, but the smaller sheave will probably slip
more, making both motors just about dead even in output.
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I actually think that in operation, the old hit and miss engines used
on farms were carefully matched to the load, allowing them to run in the
continuous firing mode. That only makes sense, because trying to operate a
piece of machinery with an overpowered engine, in the hit and miss mode would
be destructive to the operated machinery, It would be like driving your car with
your foot constantly depressing and releasing the accelerator.
I looked in a 1894-1895 Montgomery Ward catalog at their
stationary farm engines. They were extremely heavy, and meant to be left in
place, on a foundation. The smallest one listed, at 2 horsepower shows a
weight of 950 pounds. A 4 horsepower one at 1250 pounds, 8 horsepower at
1725 pounds, etc., up to a 36 horsepower one at 12,300 pounds. Compare this to
a modern air cooled gasoline engine, with electric start, variable speed, built in
alternator and at 10 to 20 horsepower, weighing in at less than 100 pounds.
The single cylinder, earlier Maytag engines were models of
simplicity. The connecting rod was brass. If the rod got sloppy on the crankshaft
throw, it was a simple matter to remove it, file some off the cap, then re-ream it
out with a .750” reamer. It had brass bushings for the crankshaft bearings, and
being a two cycle engine, it depended on the gas/oil mixture to lubricate them. It
is harder to get proper lubrication through a brass bushing than a regular
bearing, so the gas/oil mixture had a very high percentage of oil added to the
gasoline, at a 16 to 1 ratio. Compare that to a modern two cycle engine that uses
a 50 to 1 ratio.
When running in the hit and miss mode, under no load, the
engines would smoke and after a few minutes, oil would actually drip out of the
muffler discharge. They also tended to “carbon up” the ports, reducing engine
power and efficiency. I don’t think these problems were so severe when the
engine was mated to a proper load, and running “full cycle”.
Bob

Thank You, Bob! With the recent interest of hit & miss engines on the HCR Builders
Group Blog, this information should be of interest to quite a few Members…
Editor
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An HCR Member Spreads His Wings
by

Warren Johnson
Hello Lee,

While most of the HCR members' interest is centered around
automobiles of the early 19th century, another set of technologies were
emerging even faster and WWI lay just ahead.
In 1913 only 10 years after the Wright brothers demonstrated
powered flight at Kitty Hawk North Carolina; over in Germany, an
advanced war plane
had emerged. In fact most of Baron Von Richtoven's air victories were in
the biplane known then as the Eindecker and not the red triplane most
often pictured.
After finishing the
1903 "Warren" I turned to
building a replica of the WWI
Eindecker war plane…
The attached photos
are of the finished radio
controlled flying machine. The
wings are constructed requiring
832 individual bits and pieces.
The fuselage and tail
assembly make up another 495
cut parts. The wings and tail
assemblies are covered with fine
silk.
The rest of the plane,
where covering is required, is
planked with 1/32nd balsa
sheeting.
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The .61 cc engine runs on a mixture of alcohol, 15% nitro methane and
20% caster oil. Aircraft gross flight weight is 7 pounds 2 ounces. The
model is built in 1/5 scale to the original. The Royal Flying Corps, the
French and American pilots flew very similar aircraft.
Please feel free to use any or all of this in your
news letter or picture gallery. The gentleman
kneeling down is Mr. Bill Killam, (my engine
mechanic) friend and test pilot.
Kindest regards,

Warren
Back at You, Warren!
What a beautiful job! Not often, but every once in a while another member
will divulge his past connection with RC aircraft, so I have a feeling that many of our
readers will enjoy seeing your RC ACR (remote control aircraft replica)…I dabbled
bled a bit in RC aircraft myself for awhile, so this has brought back many pleasant
memories…
Editor
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“Sokay”
and

The Maden Voyage
By

Stu Martyn

Hi Lee,
I'm still coming to grips with the fact that 'Sokay' performed as well as I
expected it to with it's first launch today. Didn't turn turtle! Didn't go up in a
blaze of glory, didn't leak and go to the bottom, was steerable as well as having
good control of direction. So I can now safely say, It's Sorrite, she's Sokay!!
Been there, done that, so now it can go into a storage box as I think about this
CDO engine build!! Ha! Ha!
Shame the water in my neighbor's pool is so clean! The boat looks like it is
floating on air! If it wasn't for the waterline mark one wouldn't know where the
water level was.
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Hi Stu,
What a beautiful job you have done on her. Such detail in such a short
time. Just amazing! I’m sure that many readers are following Stu’s build of a
scaled down version of the Curved Dash Olds engine on the HCR Builders blog.
Equally impressive & we are all thrilled to have fine reports as this one on
“Sokay” for the readers…
Lee

“Third Year Running”
By

Lee Thevenet
I would like to give once more a “Special Thanks” to all of the
dedicated HCR Builder Members who in the past have sent in such wonderful
news & articles that make the HCR Newsletter possible. I have, been asked by
several folks, “how do you do it all?” well even though it seems like much, it is
really those of you who have supported the HCR News that make it easy for me.
As much as all of you, I enjoy reading the articles & stories when they come in.
With the help of the computer & MS Word, the Newsletter just seems to come
together & I do enjoy doing it all.
I do need a steady supply of news, information, stories & articles
from you to continue this effort though. So once again, I am asking for help in
putting the Newsletter out. The HCR Hobby gets tremendous attention with each
issue. This is a huge world we live in & there are still many, many folks out there
that have no idea that we exist. Help me get the word out by contributing
something to the HCR News & getting the word out about building.
It sure does not seem like it but even though the HCR Newsletter is
published bimonthly, the last HCR News issue (July / August), was the third
anniversary issue. WOW, it sure has gone by quickly!
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Cotton Ginning Days
HCR Meet
By

Lee Thevenet
It looks like it will happen again this year. Yep, I am speaking of the
HCR Meet that will take place at the yearly Cotton Ginning Days Fair in Dallas,
North Carolina. At last years event there were only five HCR Members that came
to the CGD’s Fair for a HCR “Meet & Greet” gathering. Any one of the five
members will attest to the great time we had.
Besides meeting the other four members, each of us had brought
our carriages to the event & enjoyed meeting others who were naturally full of
questions about what they were seeing for the first time. Being able to drive our
carriages around the grounds was really enjoyable & attracted much attention.
You could almost feel folks following the carriage to our designated area. Did I
mention “Area?” our area was at the very end of the first vendor row. Could not
ask for a better place of exposure.
The CGD’s Fair brings back the days when cotton was a main
crop. There is actual ginning that takes place in an on site cotton gin, not to
mention the countless makes of farm tractors, hit miss engine equipment,
vendors with different wares, booths with hobby & craft items & it seems like
Blue Grass Music fills the air all the time.
There was much talk about this years get together several weeks
ago on the HCR Builders blog & quite a few members have already agreed to
join us this year & have already made their reservations at the local motels.
Besides the five that attended last year, plans designer Jimmy Woods has
stated he will be there. Gerry Hale will come up from Florida with his 1904 Pie
Wagon Replica & I intend to drive up from Louisiana, bringing along my latest
HCR, the 1905 REO Runabout.
I had the pleasure of a re-visit by Julian Bankston & his wife
Carolyn this past week & he stated that he was attending with his JW Carriage.
Julian also stated he had spoken to Dennis Anderson sometime back at a local
car show & that Dennis would also be attending with his JW Carriage. At last
count from Gerry Hale, I believe the count was around fifteen members who
were planning to attend.
Let this be your invitation to join us at this years Cotton Ginning
Fair, HCR Meet in Dallas, North Carolina on October 7 – 8. To learn more about
the Cotton Ginning Days Fair see :
http://www.gastongazette.com/articles/ginning-38768-cotton-good.html
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HCR Builders Announcement
By now most of the HCR Builders Members have been made aware
that I have asked Mr. Robert Smith, an HCR Builders Group Member to assist me
as Group Moderator in the daily monitoring of the HCR Group. He also will be
inducting new members into the Group as I have been doing in the past. I have
been communicating with Robert for the past six Months & I find he is a man of
high moral & as passionate about the HCR Hobby as I am. He will be covering
for me while I am at the Cotton Ginning Days HCR Meet in Dallas, NC. Please
make him feel welcome.
Thanks,
Lee

In The Next Issue
November/December 2011

I’ll have a report on the Cotton Ginning Days HCR Meet in Dallas, NC
& right off the top a great story by Lyle Hegsted titled:
“Building A 1906 Holsman High Wheeler HCR”

In Closing

Well everyone that will about do it for another issue of HCR News.
I certainly hope you have enjoyed reading about some of our member activities.
Until next time, I hope that those in the surrounding States to North Carolina will
find a way to join us for the Second HCR Meet at Cotton Ginning Days in Dallas,
North Carolina… Aeeeeee! We gonna have fun, yea…
Lee Thevenet
Publisher HCR News

www.HorselessCarriageReplicas.com
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